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This report presents the results of an experimental and analytical
program to define the load deflection characteristics of a Barber S-2
freight truck and to compare these characteristics to those of an ASF
freight truck of the same load capacity. The comparison of the two
trucks is made on a parameter basis and on tine basis of the wheel/rail
loads induced by track misalignment.
The results of this study indicate there is very little difference
in the parameters and the response of the two trucks. This is of course
qualified by the assumptions required in the development of the mathe-
matical models. It was hoped that field test data would be available
for the verification of these assumptions. When this data does become
available it will be included in our final Track Train Dynamics report.
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Introduction
The purpose of this program was to experimentally define the para-
meters which may be used to describe the load/deflection characteristics
of the Barber S-2 freight truck (70 ton capacity) for the significant
modes of deformation of that truck. These parameters were then to be
compared to those previously determined for an ASF ride control truck
(70 ton capacity).	 y
There has been a lot of attention devoted to this particular truck
configuration due to the very low speeds at which the self-excited
instability, called hunting, occurs. The analytical work of Cooperrider
and Law has indicated that several degrees of freedom (or modes of defor-
mation) are important in the determination of hunting speeds. These are:
1. bolster roll,
2. bolster lateral translation, and
3. truck warping (lozenging).
The experimental work performed in this program provides a set of
parameters which describe the load/deformation characteristics of the
degrees of freedom listed above.
The approach to the experimental determination of the parameters
was identical to that taken on the test program of the ASF truck. Be-
fore getting into the test details let us discuss the actual parameters
being considered and the physical behavior of the hardware.
The ASF and Barber trucks for the particular truck configuration -
two axles, two side frames and one bolster - are practically identical
in appearance. The connection between the bolster and side frame is
made through a group of coil springs (vertically) and a friction device
called a wedge. This connection is illustrated schematically below.
side frame
bolster
side frame
bolsteri __ I d
Barber design
	 ASF design
The coil springs provide load paths both vertically and laterally
for both the ASF and Barber designs. The friction wedges provide a
Coulomb type friction force for vertical and lateral relative motions
between the bolster and side frame. Roll, of course, is merely
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differential vertical motion between the bolster and side frames. The
Barber and ASF designs differ in the manner in which friction is con-
trolled. The force Fp as shown in the previous sketch is constant for
the ASF design and a function of relative vertical displacement between
bolster and side frame for the Barber design.
The side frame/axle connection is essentially the same for the two
designs, having a bearing adapter and roller bearing.
The structural elements themselves may be considered to be rigid
for all practical purposes. The relative motions within the truck are
the result of sliding and coil spring deformations.
A general "model" of this behavior may be represented as shown
below.
LOAD
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where K  - coil spring stiffness
K2 - hard Stop stiffness
5 - slop
f - friction
K  - friction stiffness
This "model" yields the following load deflection picture.
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4The elements of the "model" are the parameters we wish to measure.
The test will provide the load deflection data in the form mown above
and the "model" parameters determined directly.
The test program consisted of 3 distinct tests. These were:
1. Vertical,
2. Lateral, and
3. Warping.
In the vertical test, a vertical load was applied to the bolster and
reacted at the wheels. The load was varied from 0 to 100,000 lbs and
back to zero in a period of approximately 5 seconds.
In the lateral test, a lateral load was applied to the bolster and
reacted at the wheels. The lateral load was varied ±10,000 lbs sinusoi-
dally with a period of 4 seconds. Superimposed on the truck was a constant
vertical load of 20,000 lbs (simulating an empty car) or 100,000 lbs
(simulating a full car).
In the warping rest, the truck was inverted with the bolster center
plate resting on a pedestal. The constant vertical loads simulating
the car weight were applied through the axles. The active loads were
applied horizontally to the ends of the axles in a direction along the
diagonal of the truck.
In each test the relative truck motions were measured with deflec-
tion transducers and the forces measured with load cells. The details
of the test setup and procedure and data reduction may be found in
Reference 1.
Comparison of Parameters
The reduced data from the tests was used to determine the parameters
of the "model" for each mode of deformation. A simple computer program
was written to generate analytical load deflection data and superimpose
the measured data. figures 1-13 illustrate the analytical/experimental
comparison and Table I tabulates the comparison of parameters between
the Barber and ASF trucks. Figure 22 illustrates the location of the
instruments used for comparison. Note the numbers in the table are in
a different form and are slightly different from those previously published
in Reference 1. The reason for this is that a refinement was made in the
correlation technique which resulted in an improved set of numbers.
Examination of Table I reveals that the major differences in the two
trucks is in the friction. The constriction differences indicate that
this difference in friction is all due to i:he friction wedge. In the
ASF design the friction between bolster and side frame is independent
of the relative vertical displacement between bolster and side frame.
In the Barber design the friction between bolster and side frame in-
creases as he bolster moves downwards relative to the side frame.
•f
With the specific hardware being used there results a much higher friction
for the Barber truck than for the ASF truck in the fully loaded condition
and similar friction for the empty condition. The merits of this situa-
tion will be discussed later in the report.
Comparison of Responses
Since the comparison of parameters did not reveal anything excising
it was decided that further analysis using the parameters was required.
	 .^v
The basic approach was to form the equations of motion of a system con-
taining an 80 ton Hopper car and two trucks using the following 12 degrees
of freedom:
1. car lateral translation (^+,
2. car yaw (Az),
3. car roll (Ox) ,
4. car torsion mode ( ),
5. truck translation yt),
6. truck yaw (9z t) ,
7. truck warping (8,,,, ) ,
8. truck relative bolster lateral (y), and
9.-12. Same as 5 through 8 for other truck.
The input to this system of equations was a track misalignment
model. The track misalignment was an artifically created set of random
numbers with appropriate filtering to obtain the characteristic spectral
shape (PSA vs wave length).
The wheel rail interactions were defined using linear creep and
constant taper of the wheels.
A complete derivation of the equations of motion and wheel rail
interaction may be found in Appendix A. Definition of the rail mis-
alignment function may be found in Appendix B.
The output of the solution of the dynamic equations of motion used
as a basis of comparison were the loads generated between wheel and rail.
Figures 14 through 19 illustrate the time histories of loads for typical
runs. The comparison was made simply by examining the peak values of
the time histories. As in the case of the parameter comparison there
is no dramatic difference.
Limitations of Model
The model used for the comparison of th:: two trucks is based on a
test program where the characteristics are measured independently. In
• nonlinear system this type of measurement does not necessarily provide
• unique result. The Operational test which we are to run as a part of
our Track-Train Dynamics contract will provide the answer to this question.
Another limitation of the model is the neglect of the coupling between
vertical and roll motions of the bolster due to the friction.
Upward motionDownward motion
C
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Consider the equilibrium of the wedge for the bolster moving down with
respect to the side frame and vice versa.
f
Ff µFn
 = )Fv
	
F  aFn 
s )Wv
Tano -	 Tan4f +)LX
When the bolster rolls with respect to the frames, there results
a net vertical force due to the difference in force between the two
sides.
All of this is pointed out so that any future work either analytical
or experimental may possibly remove some of these limitations.
Conclusions
The comparisons which have been made between the Barber S-2 and
the ASF ride control trucks indicates only small differences in para-
meters and response to rail irregularities. This may also be verified
physically since the construction of the trucks is very similar. The
major difference in the two trucks exists in the area of the friction
wedge. The difference is small for the unloaded trucks and large for
the fully loaded trucks.
The response differences may be accentuated if vertical degrees
of freedom Caere included in the mathematical models with the coupling
caused by the friction wedge behavior. Future work with nonlinear
models should consider this phenomenon.
The load/deflection data generated in this program is limited by
the menner in which it was obtained, ie., by testing the modes of de-
formation independently. In the configurations tested, the friction
parameter (the only real source of energy dissipation in the hardware)
7will probably be affected by the superposition of modes of deformation.
Our test setup would not handle this kind of test, hence, the limitations
or uncertainties of the results.
Finally, it should be pointed out that friction is a simple but
strange phenomenon which, in some cases, will not dissipate as much
energy as thought. For instance, in the case of the friction wedge,
suppose there is vertical motion of the bolster relative to the side
frame caused by track vertical irregularities, then very little lateral 	 ,.-
force is required to cause motion. As a matter of fact the lateral fric-
tion appears to be viscous, in this case, with a coefficient equal to the
friction force divided by the magnitude of vertical velocity. Other cOm-
binations of motion such as roll and vertical can cause similarly strange
results.
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9APPENDIX A - MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model of the rail-truck-car system used for CJs
study is comprised of the following ingredients.
1. equations of motion of car,
2. equations of motion of trucks,
3. compatibility relations between car and trucks, and
4. linear creep equations and assumptions for wheel/rail force
determination.
Equations of Motion of Car
For the purposes of a lateral analysis, the following 4 degrees of
freedom (modes of motion) are used to describe the car absolute motions:
1. lateral translation (Y)
2. yaw (07
3. roil (8x)
4. first torsion mode (free-free) ()
The equations of motion become (in matrix form)
ow
M	 Y ro Y
+ O e
Ir ^x O
Hl^
^ LSM,^w
A.(%Y a^►.t
F,
M^
Sy	 ..
``JK
ekc
N^^ 1
p^,,^W1 ^ MRz
Where,
M	 - mass of car
IV - yaw inertia about c.g.
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I r
 - roll inertia about c.g.
Mt - generalized mass of torsion mode
- % of critical damping of torsion mode
natural frequency of torsion, mode
F	 - lateral force between car and track
My	- yaw moment between car and truck
Mr	- roll moment between car and truck
LYi	 - mode shape (lateral displacement) in the ith mode
fi ezi - mode shape (yaw) in the ith mode
S exi - mode shape (roll) in the ith mode
Equations of Motion of Trucks
The truck model is also described by 4 degrees of freedon.. These
are;
1. lateral translation yt,
2. yaw eyt,
3. warping 0.
4. bolster relative lateral y
The equations of motion for the truck are derived in a slightly
different form than for the car for ease in handling the nonlinear
characteristic°s of the warping and relative lateral modes. This is
done by defining the motion of the truck pieces as the motion of some
arbitrary reference point plus the motion due to warping and relative
lateral. This is similar to the approach taken in linear modal coupling
and results in a set of equations coupled in the mass matrix and uncou-
pled in the stiffness matrix. Th's form greatly simplifies the handling
of the nonlinear load deflection relationships.
Taking the standard Lagrange equation approach the acceleration
terms (mass matrix) are defined by
ci f C)
Where,
T - kinetic energy
- partial derivative with respect to generalized velocityST
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d
dt - derivative with respect to time
The total kinetic energy is defined as the sum of the kinetic energy
of the truck pieces
Ttiolster + left side + Tright side + Tfront + Trear
frame	 frame	 axle	 axle
We select the arbitrary reference point as the center of gravity of the
rear axle. Hence, the velocities of a point on the various pieces may
be written
;L Y.
x^A, _ - Its ; e
t	 _ + x, ($x+i w}
iQ-^ = ^ `E F ^..q l ^3 "^ e ta^
where
Xrai
 - x direction velocity of ith point on rear axle
yi	- y location of ith point
etc.
subscript
ra	 - rear axle
rsf - right side frame
b	 - bolster
fa	
- front axle
ls£ - left side frame
The kinetic energy for the Kth piece is given by
TV. z
for the rear ax; e
	
W	
V6
Z w\ -, (*	 E,+Fj I
	
Is 1	 a	 `^	 J1
since L4 i xi = 0 there result:-
d^Ya► _ t,	 t	 t	 4
a e^	 --era
Iz
 - yaw moment cf inertia of rear axle
A a TVo
	
.O
Bit i 6-L rq e}
This procedure is carried out for all pieces and al lcoordinates (y,Bz, OW, y) and results in the following mass matrix
MT MT x MT R Mb_
	
T--T	 Zp	 N^b^►b
	
VM	 SP
EFLEGT10k
°tip
1
.
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where
MT
 - total truck mass
X - center of gravity of truck with respect to reference point
Mb - bolster mass
IT - tc tal truck yaw inertia
Ip - partial yaw inertia (does not contain c.g. inertias of bolster
and front axle)
Xb - bolster c.g. with respect to reference point
The complete equations of motion for the truck becomes (in general)
To ( .i ^) 
= — —
where
M	 - mass matrix
q	 - generalized coordinate accelerations
LD(X,X) - nonlinear load deflection characteristics
FAT	 - forces between car and truck
F	 - forces between wheel and rail
.)r
The car/truck lateral forces are determined by a nonlinear load deflec-
tion relation depicted below
G = 7 F
b
^`.	 0 aI
b
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This physically represents the center plate friction and the lip
contact after _+1/8 inch of motion. In yaw the phenomenon is pure fric-
tion.
The whetl rail forces are defined assuming linear creep with
constant tapered wheels.
The generalized force due to rail motion
X
A	 B -^
Ll
	
1	 °` ­4	 b0 0 ^
b 0
	
Bolster
o	
center
6W
0
4.- 'ZQ^
0
0
where ,
-2..
	 ` YQ;+
-2 b	 O,^Q;i )
-Zb
0
4C.- creep coefficient
ro - wheel radius
0(, - wheel taper (.05)
rear axle looks same b-0.
i o-tu1	 0
G	 Yo
0
0
4 ^Ita
-Zb
0
F15
g
i
Forces - The wheel rail forces are given
--^	 Y V - relative velocity
Y v - forward velocity f
The relative velocity for yin axle is the modal motion plus the track
Rear axle
.^.
! - vck 0 O	 OwX
ro(
^,^	 -T; Q
-V O	 0 ey
Tdx	 V V 0 0	 0 8wQ
r
-^ 
L
o	 -0. O OO
V
O	 0. O
o0	 ^'w
0
^°
0
`^^	 era•
Q 4
L a ©J
for the front axle
o
0 0(
e
- 
b ^
1(o o	 Y
0
-1 • 0 0	 8^
4B^ Yo
)b A
^o
ba
ro
^ ^^ o -^. o
f
o	 `f
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o. - a o p Y	
0(/Yo
10 0
Y 
o	 o. o O	
_ ^c
t . b b a ^	 ^°0
s^
3
O
®rml	 Y4
-i.
Finally, the rail loads matrices
TT	 -.	 ^^	 total force on axle
total moment about axle center
	
t•	 O
	
O	 O'
	
t •	 U
YT S _ ^° ► . o ^ l
^^, o a o
multiplying by matrices at bottom of page 15
kc
O	 ^O	 O
X"^ - zQd - 2bad
	8lt
o	 _
o
- 2b -2b o Y
O ° @w
0	 2	 ^Ya►t
^.	 o o ^3ta
4t
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The resulting equations of motion were integrated numerically on a
CDC 6500 digital computer.
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APPENDIX B - RANDOM RAIL MODEL
Reference 3 gives typical rail lateral alignment spectral densities
as a function of spatial frequency or 1/wave-length. A reasonable ap-
proximation to the spectral density curve is a 1/f 2 relationship for
wavelengths between 10 and 100 feet. Below that frequency it is assumed
that the spectrum is constant.
The data for use in the analysis, which fits the spectral shape was
generated by creating a set of normally distributed random numbers and
low pass filtering. Figure 20 illustrates the resulting Power Spectral
Density vs spatial frequency. The RMS value of displacement for this
PSD is .07 inches. Figure 21 illustrates the actual displacement spatial
distribution.
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FAXL00	 V$	 TIME
I	 BARBER	 07MY76	 CASE 1 60 FT/SEC FULL. BAR .01 INCH RMS
FIGURE 14. BARBER TRUCK FRONT ANLE LOAD FULL CONDITION 60 FT/SEC.
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FAXL00	 V5	 TIME
I	 BARBER	 07MY76	 CASE 2 BO FT/SEC FULL BAR .01 INCH RMS
FIGURE 15, BARBER TRUCK FRONT AXLE LOAD FULL CONDITION 80 FT/SEC
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FAXL00
	 VS	 TIME
1	 BARBER	 07MY76	 CASE 3 100FT/SEC FULL BAR .01 INCH RMS
FIGURE 16. BARBER TRUCK FRONT AXLE LOAD FULL CONDT"TO`? 100 FT/SEC
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FAXL30
	 VS	 TIME
1	 NONLIN	 06MY76
	
CASE 1 60 FT/SEC FULL ASF .01 INCJ RMS
FIGURE 17.	 ASF TRUCK FRONT AXLE TOAD FULL CONDITION 60 FT/SEC
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FAXLOO	 VS	 TIM£
s
I	 NONLIN	 06M'!%6	 CASE 2 80 FT/SEC FULL ASF .01 INCH RMS
FIGURE 18. ASF TRUCK FRONT AXLE LOAD FULL CONDI-1011 80 FT/SEC
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FAXLOO
	 YS	 TIME
I	 NONLIN	 06MY76
	 CASE 3 IOOFT/SEC FULL ASF .01 INCIA RMS
FIGURE 19. ASF TRUCK FRONT AXLE LOAD FULL CONDITION 10OFP/SEC
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CHECK	 09SE76	 PSD OF LOW PASSED MISALINEMENT DATA
FIGURE 20. RAIL MISALINEMEWT SPECTRAL DENSITY
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LOPASS	 VS	 GIST
	
INCHES
	 FEivT
1	 CHECK	 09SE76	 SAMPLE CASE 1000 POINTS FILTERED 100FT
FIGURE 21. R4.IL MISALENEMENT SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
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